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Presentation Goals 
• Overview of RTD Denver’s Asset 

Management program 
• Leadership commitment  drives success 
• Age, Condition and Performance 

Assessments   
• Data converted to Information 
• Converting information into action  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are going to break this presentation up into a few areas.  I’d like to share some of the RTD stories with you as well as the details of some of the work we have accomplished.  Much of the work hasn’t been glamorous but had to get done.  None of this is really complex but I can also assure you that it hasn’t been easy.  



Background 
RTD Overview 

• Service area 2,410 sq. miles 
• 1000 + transit coaches, >140 routes 
• 110 Park-N-Rides / Stations, >10,000 stops 
• 6 Rail lines 
• 172 LRV’s (+29 on order)   
• 56 Commuter Rail vehicles (PP3) 
• Accessibility services, Call-n-Rides, seasonal 

rides and many other programs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is important to understand the lens or scale of RTD and our Asset Management program.This slide helps with that perspective as RTD started operations in 1972 as a special taxing district created to provide transit service to the metro region.  Our service area is just over 2400 sq. miles and we use around a 1000 transit coaches and 172 rail LRV vehicle and 44 commuter rail vehicles on 5 lines to support our system.  



Leadership 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenge facing all of us are our [investment] needs are outpacing revenue and our ability to catch up diminishes with each passing year.  Direction is key. Risk of greater service impacts (planned and unplanned disruptions) will  increase the longer we delay taking action [to implement an asset management framework][It takes time to build. No two agencies are the same. You will not be able to exactly replicate someone else's program] To address this leaders need to invest in Asset Management and provide direction 



Cultural Shift  
• From support  to 

Invest 
 
• Burn the ships not 

wait and see 
 
• Compliance to 

Value  
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leadership investment[There needs to be] A cultural shift and agency acceptance of asset management or life-cycle management of assets.  There is a difference between leadership support and investment. Sufficient investment is a burn the ships approach to AM [not] a let’s wait and see approach. It means leadership has removed the option to return to the old ways of doing business.  Compliance is one component but to fully recognize the value of AM there needs to be full commitment. 



Long Term Thinking 
• Independence of asset management  
• Long range vision and performance 

planning 
• Improvements, focused investments 
• Savings 
• Reduced risks  
• Better decisions 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Asset management encapsulates long term thinking. Without long-term thinking, companies get into a cost cutting mindset that sacrifices future. Future value is an easy target for cutting because its often thought to live inside departments such as capital planning, engineering / construction or maintenance.  All of these functional areas are key to AM but they need to have a focused perspective to be highly successful with their projects.  AM is that outside oversite with long range vision.  Conversation with Dave G. He said even though we are not approving any new funding, he is willing to invest in asset management. This is because he sees it as a good investment that will return him more than it costs. Asset management is Safe, proven ideas that pay off in the long run.  Its Not a get rich quick idea.  Like all sound investments, you have to come up with some capital to get off the ground.  The returns are not immediate or large, but over time they add up and the risk is low.Where we are and how we got here.  



2011 
•Strategy   
•Proof of Concept, Pilot Program, GM Task Goal 

2012 
•Tactical  
•3 Year Implementation Plan 

2013 
• Implementation 
•Foundational Policies, Procedures, & Standards  

2014 
•Results 
•Completion of Rolling Stock, Rail and Facilities Assets 

2015 

•Early Returns 
• Input into Strategic Budget Plan 
•First Annual Report  

Timeline 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2010 – Vision from the Board to create Asset Management division with an SGR componentSteering committee organized2011 – December - Proof of concept pilot program proposed, software/IT, universal framework, and accepted by the Board, GM task Goal, 2012 – July - MAP-21 federal legislation was signed into law, developed and rolled out the three-year implementation plan2013 – Began assembling the Asset Management team. Department processes, procedures, standards, and training occurredData warehouses were expandedPerformance metrics were identified2014 – Completion of rolling stock assessmentsFacilities Maintenance Maximus recodingBegan implementation of assessments for facilities, stations, and rail infrastructureBegan work with the budget office on project prioritization 2015 – [Return.]	First annual report. [The agency started to see a return on its investment in asset management. The group 	identified some deficiencies and recommended actions that would save the District millions over the 	life of some assets.] We just started. 



Asset management is not just a 

once or twice per year exercise…  

its every day 

 

Asset Management 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no single source of truth when it comes to your asset data.  At least not in DenverVarious departments use separate, disconnected systemsSharing/exchange of data is key.  There will be resistance.  



Repeatable Scalable  
Predictable Standardized Processes 
• Bus  
• Rail Vehicle  
• Rail Infrastructure  
• Facilities 
• Public Facilities  
• Information Technologies  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We needed a Repeatable, predictable, standardized processes for managing assets throughout the company.  We started developing that process where we had the best data.  More on Data later. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
One asset class at a time we worked through the processes Starting at Inventory followed with data clean up, the creation of asset breakdown structures, to creation of age scores, condition assessments and developing performance measures.  We wanted to have consistency across all our asset classes.  We started in rolling stock because that is where we had the best data.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We continued to use the same process with each new asset class.  The “exercise continued” 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every new asset category had new challenges but with each new category we learned and could apply past experience.  Climbing hills and riding through valleys 



Assessing Assets   

Age -based 
 

Assets should be 
scheduled for 
replacement 

beyond a certain 
maximum age 

Expected Useful 
Life (EUL)  

Condition-   
based 

 

Assets should be 
replaced once 

inspections 
identify 

deteriorated 
conditions 

Performance-
based 

 

Assets should be 
replaced when 

the asset fails to 
meet  required  

performance and  
reliability levels 

Comprehensive 
Assessment 

 

Combines age, 
condition, 

performance 
data, and 

maintenance 
history, 

Criticality and 
risk 

Less Burden More Accuracy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Different approaches or blends of approaches will yield the most value depending on asset class. Each has relative merits and drawbacks.Some asset types are managed most effectively with age data. Roof membranes and IT infrastructure are like light bulbs. They work perfectly until they fail. No amount of maintenance will extend their life. Performance and condition data are not helpful with these assets because they perform perfectly until failure. Their condition cannot be observed. Their expected useful life, however, can be predicted by analyzing historical data and determining an expected failure date. Some asset types are managed most effectively with condition data. We had a section of track in our downtown loop that was well within its useful life from an age perspective. It did not require a slow zone to maintain safety since it was already in an area where the speed was very slow. Until the track was inspected, there was no indication of its backlog condition. This type of asset needs more than age and performance data to manage it effectively. Catenary wire is such an asset type. It performs perfectly until failure, so performance data adds no value. Age data tells us very little because use varies so widely by location. Inspections are required to determine remaining useful life. The wire gets thinner and thinner as it is used. It must be measured at some uniform interval to determine its likely failure date. Some asset types are managed most effectively with performance data. We are receiving our first all electric buses this summer. We anticipate that the most effective way to manage the power cells in these buses will be to monitor their performance. The age of the cells may not matter because different applications have different demands. However, performance should decrease as the useful life of the cells are extracted. We should best be able to determine the remaining useful life of these power cells by monitoring their performance data. We approach each new asset type with the assumption that all three types of data will be of value. We refine our approach after analyzing what we can capture. The management of most asset types benefit, at least partially, from more than one type of data. We have to remind ourselves often that there is a tradeoff between precision and burden. The object is not to always obtain or provide the most precise data, but the most cost-effective data. 



Age 

• Works well when there is a set life span 
– Consistent utilization 
– No other factors influence decay 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Age (% to remaining life).  This works well on things that have a set lifespan and service demands, utilization and other factors don’t influence the decay.  It is problematic with equipment that is overused / underutilized.  Just because something is old doesn’t mean that it is in need of replacement.  (example of a good AGE item is a roof membrane – it is good up to the day it’s not and repairs are not a great option) Age basedAdvantageMeasure will be easy to develop easy to determine the useful life.Different useful asset Age can be identified for specific asset categories.The score can be Real-time.Dis AdvantageLacks consideration of the actual operational assignment or utilization of an asset.Fixed useful life may not be feasible based on the Technology and operational Environment of different transit agencies.Asset with same mode, can have different life expectancy based on the system component. 



Condition 
Advantages: 
• Easy to define inspection measures 
• Creates historical decay records 
• Evaluation to component levels 
• Condition may need to include the 

performance measure of cost  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Condition BasedAdvantageEasy to define an inspection measures for different asset categories.Will create a process to review the historical records.Can evaluate to a detail of components or subcomponents level.DisadvantageDepends on an Individual evaluation.Resources intensive.Frequency of inspection in order to improve the real-time condition score.Condition is a good indicator for monitoring the life of certain components however we sometimes need to include the performance measure of cost.  What we have seen is that we can maintain the condition of an asset however the costs and the risk of failure continue to climb.  We can maintain a bus at a set condition but our cost per mile continue to climb.  (Mall Bus dashboard) It is from these baselines that a blended or Comprehensive approach was decided on. This allows the application of the strengths of each areas partnering to provide the most accurate overall picture so that the best decisions can be made.  No Incentive to report bad condition – Back to the need for independence.  Our rail group has done an outstanding job maintaining our track.  They have welded the frogs and keep gauge rods in place to prevent slow zones.  The message is that it looks poor for them not to have the system in fully functioning order.  Unreasonable. Third party that doesn’t – not a personal reflection on inspectors. Non basis can provide context around the reports 



Performance 

Advantages: 
• Different performance measures can be 

used  
• Can be real-time 
• Includes utilization 

 
 
• Tools often provide visualization 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Performance BasedAdvantageDifferent performance Measures can be used.Can be a real-time score.Can include utilization into consideration. Mile for Rolling Asset, SQft for facilities, hrs for IT & ITS  Since the approach requires decision tool, can provide better visualization.Dis AdvantageRequires decision tool & databases.Requires Resources.Measures for an asset categories  may not be similar.Harder to separate influencing factors decreasing performance (weather) (add downtown rail)



Comprehensive 
Advantages: 
• Includes the strengths from Age, Condition 

and Performance. 
• Best comparison between modes.  
• Uncover opportunities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comprehensive Performance measureAdvantageSince it includes all the above options, can provide best condition assessment of an asset.Better comparison between modes can be established.Dis AdvantageComplexity.Resource requirement.



Data Quality 

If the quality of data is low then 
decisions based on this data 
without external input cannot 

exceed our level of confidence in 
the data.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add image



Balance 

• Data is a means to an end 
• That end is information-based decision 

making 
• The truth is in the data, don’t change the 

data to fit a narrative 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Balance the effort and cost vs. value.RTD is currently collecting, cleaning, analyzing and reporting out information gained from our data to internal decision makers. This information is used for project prioritization, customer service improvements, life-cycle cost reductions and more effectively and efficiency delivering all our services. (Story of making decisions on projects and the value of better information.) [LRV AC data was required to make a good decision about future purchases]



• Multiple, disconnected asset 

systems 

• No “single source of truth” 

• Difficulty collecting, aggregating 

and updating asset data! 

• Asset decisions are disconnected 

from the on-the-ground reality 
Maintenance 

Capital 

Planning 

Asset 
Management / 

SGR 

Asset Data Challenges 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is no single source of truth when it comes to your asset data.  Various departments involved in asset management use separate, disconnected systemsSharing/exchange of key data is 



Data Confidence 
• We rely heavily on the data captured at the 

transaction levels   
• How do we address data quality?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back ground:Data cleaning is huge! Before that, there was good reason to have a low level of confidence in information generated from our data.  Cleaning data from the transactional level improves data quality up the chain. Accountability. Until asset management started looking at the accuracy of the data, no one did. As a result, it was far from accurate. Once people found out someone was looking at it, it improved Better data allows us to provide better information to decision makers (multiple uses including project evaluation and prioritization)Context of data Standards in measurementsSound practices – repeatable outcomesExamples of data and context. 	Story of passenger delay minutes. – Increasing delay, consideration of changes to revenue miles traveled, result is maintenance isn’t doing a good job? What it really says. Clean data allows for accurate and achievable targets and goals. 



Testing Data Quality 
• SGR Inspectors evaluate and score system 

data accuracy 
• Automated data mining techniques evaluate  

the confidence so immediate actions can be 
taken to correct / improve the quality of 
input.  

• System exception reports further automate 
the process of identifying suspect records.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have several processes and procedures in place.  Examples include the evaluation and scoring of data quality by the SGR inspectors during the yearly condition assessment.  We have and are building additional tools to create exception reports and even mine the fields of work orders applying rules that help us understand the quality of data at different points in our EAM systems.  [Story about 2 inspectors mistakenly inspecting the same bus 2 weeks apart and scoring the power plant vastly differently]



Exception Report 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of an exception report where we have entered a value outside of possible parameters so the system will generate an exception report. 



Results 
AM Division returning value - Safe proven ideas that pay off 
in the long run 
• Imbedded track in downtown 
• Motor / gearbox 
• Transmissions 
• Automatic tire chains  
• HVAC Units 
• Midlife  
• Fuel tank farms 
• Escalators and Elevators 
• Equipment retirement prioritization 
• Capital Project Prioritization 
• Grant applications 
• UAS systems 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Denver with our baselines a blended or Comprehensive approach to condition assessment was decided on to best address our needs. This allows the application of the strengths of each areas partnering to provide the most accurate overall picture so that the best decisions can be made.  A unique division was created with the intention of creating the best non-bias information for decision makers.  (Story) Our rail group has done an outstanding job maintaining our track.  They have welded the frogs and keep gauge rods in place to prevent slow zones.  The message is that it looks poor for them not to have the system in fully functioning order.  Unreasonable. Third party that doesn’t – not a personal reflection on department. Non basis can provide context around the reports This is where and why we are doing this. Stories Motors, gearboxes, transmissions, automatic tire chain, HVAC units, Mid-life, fuel tank farms, escalators and elevators, equipment retirement prioritization, capital project prioritization, Grant applications, UAS systems, top secret water monitoring. Reducing costs without increasing risks – good data--A story about our difficulties building a relationship with bus maintenance. Culminating in the recent phone call from them to help research an idea that’s been plaguing them for some time. Why did they call us out of the blue after avoiding us for so long? Because we have built a good reputation with other asset owners. That reputation got back to bus. So, when they had a dilemma they were having trouble solving, they reached out to us for help.  A story about using UAVs to help with condition assessments. The support from infrastructure maintenance and light rail control and the recent interest by Ken Fleck. A story about Phil Washington asking for information to decide who to buy ac units from for our light rail vehicles. A story about the overhaul interval of traction motors and gear boxes. 



Maintenance Interval Analysis 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another application of data in the business decision making process is through maintenance interval analysis.As you may be aware, RTD outfitted several of our Light Rail Traction Motor Gearboxes with accelerometers to capture vibration telemetry.The goal of this project was to see if we were prematurely rebuilding gearboxes.  As we had never suffered a failure, this was a reasonable question.After this data was collected, aggregated, and analyzed it was determined that there was not significant risk of failure if we pushed back the rebuild interval.What does that have to do with data, you may be asking? This project required an initial $300,000 investment.It was a pretty hefty pricetag for the ‘exploration of a question’.  After all, data can be expensiveIt reduced our backlog amounts as you see in the graph on screen, and additionally saved RTD $32.4 million dollars over the lifecycles of our LRVs.If we stick to the maintenance cycles identified in the research it will save ~$32.4 million dollars over the lifecycles of our LRVs.Gearboxes outfitted with sensorsData collected to analyze rebuild intervalsPremature rebuilds reduced



Gearbox Data 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is actual data, snapshotted live from a single point in time.  Here, it is not particularly valuable for decision making, though it does shed insight into the current state of the gearbox.We don’t understand context, there may be a temptation to analyze this from one of you who knows about vibration analysis.  What we don’t know is whether the LRV is in a station, on a bridge, accelerating, at full load, empty, or any number of other things that may influence these readings.  This is why it is important to ALWAYS have context surrounding your data, so that it does not lead someone astray.  This data IS ONLY valuable from a monetary standpoint once it is aggregated, audited, and then analyzed.  Part of that analysis involves correcting for what I just mentioned and segregating and classifying observations based on parameters that might influence vibration patterns.



Predict future expenses 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a graph that shows Kilowatt-hour per mile figures for some of our light rail subfleets.This is interesting, but not particularly valuable from a business standpoint until we look at how it can be applied.Some of the potential applications are: analyzing the cost of service changes Assisting in environmental impact studiesAnother example of this being useful to an outside group could be for your marketing efforts.  If part of your strategy involves being green, you can use this information in promotional materials. This data originates out of rail operations, has financial value to the budget department, and has an intangible benefit to marketing efforts.Negotiate better rates with utility providersAnalyze cost of service changesAssist in environmental impact studiesKnowing the KW/h per mile of an LRV allows predictions of future expensesIf you are buying electricity in bulk, post billing—it is probable that you can predict your electrical needs following years ahead of time an negotiate a discountIf part of your marketing involves being green, these figures can help your marketing team in their campaign.  Data does not have a single user within an organization. 



RTD Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
Inspections 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RTD’s Asset Management Division is implementing an exciting new program using UAS for bridge and infrastructure inspections.  This has improved our safety and decreased impact to our service.  



Passenger Delay Hours 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are still in the first phase of this project however even at this early stage a trend emerged. 



Passenger Delay Hours 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clearly we have an undesirable trend.  Calc – maintenance issues – number of passengers by route and day(replace image) 



Passenger Delay Hours 
• Key Performance Indicator ‘In-Service Delay Minutes’ indicates Lost 

Revenue Service is in increasing trend while Revenue mile is almost 
flat for the period. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
• Increasing trend of Lost In-service Delay without significant Revenue 

mile increase is an indication of Assets deterioration trend due to  Age 
and Condition. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the first questions we asked was did the revenue miles traveled increase over the same time period?Here we see that the revenue miles traveled is almost flat for the same period. 



Cost Per Mile 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another question was are we investing enough time and money in correcting the issues.  What is our cost per mile doing over the same time period? This Cost Per Mile over the same time frame is showing us another alarming trend.  At the same time our performance is going down our Cost Per Mile continues to increase.  Do we have a maintenance or serious training issue? 



SGR Scores by Sub-fleet 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we can clearly see that we have a number of sub-fleets that have gone past the decision point and the overall scores indicate that performance is on the decline.  It is important to note that all the assets in back log are in the process of being replaced and we expect to see the trend in passenger delay hours reverse.  Early indications in the data already are showing a sharp drop in passenger delay hours due to mechanical breakdowns. 



LRV Midlife 
ACTION: 
• One work order with 60 unique tasks and task codes 
• Created a clearly define the scope of work 
• Removed repair tasks from the midlife 
GOALS:  
• Accountability—Consistency–--Man-hour tracking 
• Easier to budget short and long term 
• Easier to track progress 
• Improve productivity without cost increases 
• Reduce parts & labor variance  
RESULT:  
• Single work order for renovation allowed RTD Light Rail  

to apply for a CDOT FASTER Grant. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prior state	The Midlife consisted of multiple work orders. It was hard to track what was done, and what wasn’t. Repair tasks, such as gearbox and traction motor replacement,  were being completed on the midlife.There was a large variance in total parts and labor costs between LRVs of $146,000. Current stateOne work orderScheduled and conditional replacement tasks were pulled out of the MidlifeStructured and sequenced tasks with unique task codes were created with help from the Maintenance data  group so the midlife man-hours are never comingled with PM and Repair man-hours. This resulted in clearly defined scope of work which makes tracking of progress easier for everyone. Parts and labor cost should be more predictable, but we have only completed (1) LRV with the new documentation process. Because the scope of work and documentation was definitive, it allowed RTD to apply for a FASTER Grant. 



  Results 
To be added….. 
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